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Snap-on Master set 6 9600GSBO 

Life 

This master set is a complete starter tool set including complete sets of 

quarter, three eights and half inch sockets and ratchets sets, wrenches in 

both metric and standard, brake lien and tube nut wrenches, hammers in 

ball peen dead blow brass faced and impact faced, breaker bars, long and 

short handled ratchets, impact and chrome sockets, 6 point and 12 point 

sockets, extensions, pry bars, basic set of pliers, vise grips, channel locks, 

retaining ring pliers, feeler gauges, specialty bits, universal sockets, crows 

feet sockets, adaptors and reducers, generic set of punches, drifts, chisels, 

punch holder, bearing pullers, picks and awls, scrapers, gear pullers, short 

offset and angled wrenches, brake line flare tool kit, tubing cutter, screw 

driver set, bit driver, hex head driver kit, roll pin set, impact driver set, tool 

chest top and bottom for tools provided but can be left out for reduced 

cost .  

This is the most cost effective way to procure tools and diagnostic 

equipment to continue repairs and maintenance of the equipment.  This 

set contains over 1,000pcs, with all the generic hand tolls that are used 

every day to perform basic maintenance as well as general repairs. This 

will allow us to provide the equipment for our mechanic both in house and 

on the road with a serviceable mechanic vehicle. 

$36,800.00 Lifetime warranty 

FY20-21
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84” 15 draw triple bank EPIQ series roll cab with power draw and 

ECKO lock KETR843C0PBO 

Life Time 

The 84” 15 Draw Triple bank EPIQ series roll cab is an 84”x30x46.5” rolling 

lockable tool storage chest with built in tool charging station and electric 

locking mechanism. This storage chest is equipped with heavy duty wheels 

to will support the weight of the tools inside. It comes with double ball 

bearings draw slides to support the weight of all tools that are going to be 

securely locked inside. The power draw that is built into the box has a UL 

listed surge protector that is used to plug in any electric powered tools 

keeping them all together and secured. The smart ecko lock is an audible 

locking device on the box that will make an audible alert anytime the box 

is opened or lock/unlocked for security purposes. 

This will allow us to properly secure the Town’s investment of sockets, 

wrenches, screw drivers, bit, drivers, specialty sockets, and other assorted 

hand tools. This will also allow us to provide accountability for the Town’s 

investment in Norwood Fire with a long term professional solution so that 

we can maintain a safe, clean and efficient workspace while properly 

securing our equipment permanently.   It is part of a system for tools, 

equipment and inventory tracking Norwood Fire is implementing to 

remove the continual cycle of incurring equipment costs unnecessarily. 

$17,900.00 

FY20-21
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Snap-on Side lockers KELP301BLPB30, KELP301BRP30 

Life Time 

Snap-on EPIQ series side lockers are designed to bolted to the sides of the 

Tool roll cab and top chest to provide extra space to store large diagnostic 

and specialty tools and equipment that will not fit properly or securely in 

the tool box itself. The lockers are an added safety measure by spreading 

the weight out of the tools to make the unit more stable. Inside the 

lockers there are 4 pull out draws that provide secure mounting and 

storage for expensive and sensitive electrical tools, while providing 4 

shelves over them for the equipment that is needed more readily.  

Without the side lockers expensive computers and diagnostic tools and 

equipment would not be able to be securely locked up and could be 

susceptible to damage or going missing. Another added feature is the 

ability to keep certain electrical tools plugged in when inside the side 

lockers to help maintain the life of certain items.  This is sensitive 

equipment that cannot remain unsecured for functionality and security. 

This is part of that onetime investment for the Town that provides a 

lifetime of security. 

$11,450.00 

00
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Snap-on EPIQ triple bank 10 draw storage chest KECN843A0PBO 

Life Time 

The Snap-on EPIQ triple bank 10 draw storage chest is designed to be 

directly mounted to the top of the EPIQ roll cab that is listed previously to 

this. The Top storage chest provides additional storage for the various kits 

and sets of specialty drive sockets, long handled wrenches as well as 

electronic diagnostic tools.  

This is where the additional equipment will be stored that is crucial to our 

new apparatus.  By securing the equipment properly the equipment will 

function as designed, which is our cost savings. Again, this investment 

forever secures our inventory.  

$11,100.00 

FY20-21
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Snap-on Pro link Ultra Scan tool EEHD184040 Heavy Duty diesel 

scan tool  

Life- software upgrades are additional charge/per vehicle change 

The Snap-On pro link ultra is a heavy duty scan tool capable of reading and 

clearing diagnostic codes from all heavy duty trucks larger than the F550 

Squad. This scan tool will also allow the ability to diagnose/ troubleshoot 

check engine lights and perform intrusive special tests as well as reset 

parameters and clear emission related faults. With this tool we will be able 

to view in live time data and information pertaining to how the engine, 

transmission, emission system is functioning when an issue is suspected.  

Without this tool we will not be able to read and clear any warning or 

service lights that are constantly set by the trucks for maintenance and 

repairs needed. Ladder 1 had an engine temperature issue that can cause 

a stop engine condition and can only be reset by this tool. This tool will 

also help diagnose this concern by providing a detailed report of why the 

code has been set and what areas to investigate. Currently, Engine 5, 

Engine 4 and Ladder 1 have service lights that need to be reset with a scan 

tool after services are repaired.  Ambulances require this tool also. 

$11,000.00- this includes all needed software to cover fleet. 

FY20-21
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Ford IDS VCM Kit 

5-10 years for computer – yearly renewal of license required

Ford IDS VCM is a Ford Specific dealer/manufacturer specific scan tool. 

This scan tool has the ability and function that the same dealership scan 

tool has, allowing us to fully diagnose faulty computers and electrical 

systems, as well as program keys and modules. This tool will allow us to 

diagnose a concern to the fullest extent before beginning a repair, as well 

as seeing all vehicle data in live time.  

This tool will cut down on having to sub out diagnostic work on the 

ambulances. This will allow us to reset and recalibrate computers that are 

out of date and perform in depth testing to ensure trucks are performing 

at 100 percent.  Without this tool any ford specific DTC codes would have 

to be sent to Ford for diagnostics, which causes unnecessary downtime 

and expensive diagnostic labor costs. Also note this would work on any 

new Ford vehicles that the department procures.   Without this tool the 

mechanic is cannot perform PM on any command vehicle without 

potentially locking himself out of the system, having the vehicle sent to 

Ford and incurring thousands in diagnostic labor costs.

$8,000.00 includes computer, Vehicle Communication Module 

(diagnostic codes), and 1 year license. Yearly renewal is $900/year 

for scan tool and $2700/year for online service info 3/5 year 

warranty 
FY20-21
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Online repair information from ALL data And Mitchell 

Yearly renewal, purchase as needed 

The online repair information is typically used to review and guide repairs 

performed on vehicles and equipment. The repair information that is 

available online provides the mechanic with an accurate and detailed 

repair procedure on removing and replacing main components, rebuilding 

parts, installing and calibrating systems. It provides the technician with up 

to date safety and recall information sent out by manufacturers as well as 

torque specifications for fasteners, as well as fluid capacity and types for 

all systems that operate with fluid. The repair information also provides 

labor time and diagnostic trouble code charts and diagnostic procedures 

and tests to be able to accurately diagnose a vehicle check engine light 

and or electrical concerns. 

This will allow the highest cost effectiveness through efficiency in repairs 

and maintenance by a diagnostic analysis reducing the labor costs related 

when we outsource for all of our information needs that are required to 

repair our apparatus, particularly Engine 5, Engine 4, Ladder 1 and our 

Ambulances. 

$7,500.00 

FY20-21
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Engine/Ladder 

Annual Maintenance 

Front brakes and rear brakes- pads, rotors, slack adjusters, calipers, brake 

hardware, hub seals, hub oil caps, inner and outer wheel bearings and 

races. Air brake chambers, air bake hoses, abs sensors. Parking brake 

chambers, release valves, Axle shaft seals and gaskets. Air brake chamber 

installation hardware, GL-5 rear differential fluid. S-cam shafts, brake 

drums, shoes, s-cam service kits. 

Front and rear brake services are required to maintain braking safety in 

accordance with DOT standards as well as state inspection guidelines. Our 

large apparatus braking systems must be inspected and maintained 

annually. 

$6,500.00 

..00FY20-21
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NA-1/NA-2, Squad-1. 

Annual  Maintenance 

Front Brakes- pads, rotors, calipers, hardware. Rear brakes-pads, rotors, 

hardware, calipers, hub seals, inner and outer wheel bearings, races, hub 

oil and gaskets. Front end parts- drag link, steering shock, adjuster sleeves, 

upper outer tie rod ends, outer lower tie rods ends. 

To provide a safe operating ambulance service for our community an 

annual preventative maintenance schedule primarily focusing on the front 

end components and braking systems will prevent unnecessary extended 

downtime.   

$5,500.00 

FY20-21 
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Tommy lift gate for service tuck 

Lift of service truck 5-10 years 

Tommy lift gate for the service truck is mounted to rear of truck and is 

operated by the truck electrical system. The Tommy lift gate provides a 

safe and efficient means of lifting heavy oversized parts and supplies into 

the bed of the truck without the risk of severe injury. By utilizing the lift 

gate it creates a more versatile application for the department to move 

and transport supplies and equipment. 

When performing over the road repairs and tire changes the lift gate will 

allow the mechanic to safely carry all tools and supplies to the breakdown 

location and install the necessary parts in a quick, safe and efficient 

manner, without the risk of involving the on duty crew to assist with lifting 

the equipment of the flatbed. 

$5,500.00 

FY20-21
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Extra heavy duty Bin box storage cabinets 4491T46 

Life Time 

These extra heavy duty bin box storage cabinets are ideal for storing and 

locking all hardware, fittings, lights, filters, supplies, gear and expensive 

loose equipment up. These cabinets are designed to be moved around 

with a forklift if needed and can be stored against walls to free up shop 

and floor space. They are built out of heavy gauge steel and are highly 

tamper resistant. These include all needed storage bins and shelves to 

better organize and store materials in the shop 

With these storage cabinets Norwood Fire Department is able to properly 

secure equipment that is removed from the truck as well as parts and 

supplies needed for daily maintenance and repair. We currently store 

small equipment that is removed from the apparatus and store the 

equipment on the apparatus bay floor unsecured.  This creates an 

unsecure, unsafe, unprofessional and costly system to due lost equipment. 

$5,000.00 

FY20-21
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Robinair A/c machine 34788ni 

7-10 years

The Robinair recovery/recycling/recharging unit is a full service a/c 

machine that recovers and recycles automotive refrigerant in compliance 

with EPA and OSHA Standards. These machines are capable of recovery on 

a complete a/c system and testing it for leaks and other faults. By safely 

recovering Freon and storing it in the compliant tank on the machine there 

is no release of HFCs into the environment. With the ability to correctly 

service the a/c system you ensure that the vehicles air conditioning 

system will function correctly and efficiently. 

The cost savings of this machine would pay for itself in 1 year by servicing 

all the trucks. By having this machine in house we can cut vehicle down 

time by 2/3rds, as well as keep the trucks functioning at peak levels. This 

machine allows us to recover a system we suspect to have concerns and 

store the Freon for a later date after repairs are made. 

$4,600.00- comes with 1 year warranty 

FY20-21
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Snap-on DTAC Elite Battery and charging system Analyzer 

EECS306C 

vv 
10-15 years- changes with industry standard

The DTAC Elite Battery and charging system Analyzer is used to test 

vehicle battery condition, CCA rating, Voltage level, temperature and life 

expectancy given the above results. Load test the alternator and batteries 

to the required level. Reports the voltage and amperage levels during the 

test and shows diode and ripple test results. Also tests the starter 

amperage, voltage and length of time to start. After test is complete it will 

provide a detailed report showing all results. If determined that a battery 

has not passed nor failed the test it will recommend a charge be done 

before final test and will automatically charge the battery and retest. 

NONE of the trucks have had their electrical systems fully tested in 

compliance with Manufacturer specs. These needs to be done regularly to 

help prevent any electrical issues and can be done during the Preventative 

maintenance services.  All trucks should have the electrical systems tested 

regularly given the extreme nature and environments these operate in. 

$4200.00 5 year warranty 

FY20-21
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Ingersoll Rand gas powered air compressor 2475F13GH 

5-10 years

Ingersoll Rand Honda gas engine air compressor assembly. This 13HP 

175psi gas powered air compressor is designed to be able to safely jack 

and secure a truck in the air to remove and install wheel/tires on the road 

at the breakdown locations. This air compressor is capable of running in all 

environment conditions and is able to quickly and efficiently fill tires to the 

proper air pressure rating per tire manufacturer.  

This air compressor will be needed to run the pneumatic bottle jack to 

quickly and accurately inflate tires. The air compressor will be able to 

quickly fill low tires keeping down time to a minimum. This will also make 

the job of replacing a tire more cost effective by not having to sublet road 

side repairs/replacements.  

$3,500.00 5 year warranty 

FY20-21
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Miller Syncowave 210, 120-240v welder 

10-15 years

The Miller Syncrowave 210 Welder is a 120-240 volts single phase welder 

designed to perform all three functions and styles of welding, 

TIG/MIG/Stick. This welder is a standalone unit and is ideal for making 

repairs to many of the vehicles sub systems. This particular welder has the 

ability make repair on all out equipment provided it can be repaired. This 

style and size welder is best suited for small fabrication and repair work 

that we perform.  

Given the versatility of this welder we can greatly reduce the cost of sub-

letting repairs that can be made in house with little to no down time. 

While maintaining the fleet with small day to day repairs with this 

syncrowave welder we can eliminate the need for buying new 

components that can be repaired in house; for example several of the 

apparatus in the fleet need to have small extensive repairs and parts fixed 

and fabricated and can cause costly down time. 

$3,100.00 

FY20-21
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Misc. hand tools and specialty tools kit 

Life 

The following are misc. hand tools and diagnostic and repair tools that can 

be put as one set, dial indicator, pickle for set, light duty torq stick set, 

heavy duty torq stick set, Milwaukee grease gun, Milwaukee rivet gun 

electric, lisle fan clutch tool kit otc hub tamer kit 26pc, heavy duty extra-

long hose clamp sockets, pneumatic reciprocating saw, duck bill pliers set, 

long handle plier set, retaining ring plier set. 

All of these tools are used in general engine service across the entire fleet 

and typically are used in everyday repair and maintenance work that is 

performed in house and on the road. These cover basic and intrusive 

repair of engines, transmission, steering and suspension components, 

safety devices, as well as all apparatus and small hand tools and 

equipment.  

$3,000.00 

0
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Metric master wrench set OEXM725KB 

Life 

This Wrench set contains 25 pc metric flank drive plus wrench kit 

These wrenches are used to replace most hardware mounted to the frame 

of the truck as well as well as a variety of different valves and fittings on 

the pump assembly.  

These wrenches are needed to replace broken/rotted/ leaking fittings on 

major steering, hydraulic, and pump fittings as well as to repair and 

replace steering brake and suspension parts. These wrenches perform 

brake work on all of our large apparatus as well as gain access to certain 

area of Ladder 1 platform and aerial stabilizations systems. 

$1750.00 lifetime warranty 

FY20-21
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3/8” drive semi deep flank extra metric socket set, SAE flank 

extra socket set, regular flank drive 3/8 SAE socket set, Metric 

regular flank drive socket set, 

Life 

These 3/8 sockets are used every day in general repair and maintenance 

of both small and large vehicles in the fleet. The flank extra sockets are 

designed to provide an extra 30 percent turning power and torque to 

fasteners that up to 70 percent worn or stripped out. The regular flank 

drive kits include both shallow and deep sizes for both applications of 

hardware used. 

These tools are important in performing everyday maintenance on the 

trucks such as changing batteries, alternators lights, or tune up parts. 

These sockets also needed for small engine repairs and basic repairs on 

the fire apparatus, as well as replacing brakes and related parts.       

$1,700.00 lifetime warranty 

FY20-21
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Snap-on Master fuel pressure test kit, Powerstroke fuel pressure 

test kit, Compucheck fuel pressure test kit EEDF501, EEDF502, 

EEFI500a 

Life 

The Master, power stroke, and compucheck master fuel pressure test kits 

are used to monitor fuel pressure and flow control of the fuel systems in 

all of our departments vehicles. The 3 fuel systems testers are each 

designed to only work on a specific brand and type of system. These are 

used to diagnose faulty and suspect low fuel pressure concerns, and 

restricted fuel systems. These testers are highly precise and are capable of 

reading both high and low pressure fuel and vacuum systems found in the 

fleet. 

These testers were needed to diagnose both NA1 and NA2 that were 

having fuel system concerns. By having these in house the mechanic can 

install and road test vehicles and will be able to see the actual pressure 

readings and accurately diagnose these concerns removing labor costs.   

We spent 3x the amount outsourcing this charge as we would have if we 

had previously invested in this equipment.  We will greatly reduce down 

time in our vehicles, specifically the ambulances. 

 $1600.00 lifetime warranty 

FY20-21
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Snap-on Video Borescope BK8500Dual55  

10-15 years

Video borescope is used to help identify internal concerns in engines, 

transmissions, drive axels, pumps, and behind the dashboard. The main 

function is to be able to stick the cameras into tight ports and get a 360 

degree view on internal components that are in question. The camera 

allows you to take and store video and picture as well as see in real time 

what is happening with a particular part. 

Needed to inspect Ladder truck aerial base unit and inspect teeth and 

gears for proper wear. This tool will diagnose a suspected engine concern 

on Squad 3. Inspect the inside of the combustion chamber of Engine 2 and 

Engine 3 for excessive engine blow by going through the intake without 

major engine teardown to help cut cost of diagnostics 

$1600.00 3 year warranty 

FY20-21
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Sunnex 20 Ton shop press with press support SUU-5720AH,MKP-

432650 

Life 

The Sunnex 20 ton shop press is used to help press bearings and race parts 

out of hub spindle assemblies, press wheel bearing and hub assemblies 

from steering knuckles from the front end of many vehicles in the fleet. 

Shop presses can be used to help separate stubborn press fit valves safely 

and efficiently also can be used to press certain hard to service shaft 

assemblies out. 

The Sunnex 20 ton shop press and press plate are necessary to service the 

rear brake systems of the Engines and Ladder truck and to fully service the 

front suspension of the command vehicles. 

$1500.00 5 year warranty 

FY20-21
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Snap-on ¾” Drive Impact gun 

Life Time 

Snap-On ¾” Drive Heavy Duty impact Gun is used to remove lug nuts on 

the trucks where a 1” airline is not available. This gun is also used in 

performing heavy duty brake work removing calipers and air brake 

chambers, removing and replacing major oversized suspension 

components.  

This Impact gun is required to remove wheels to inspect the brakes and 

suspension components on the Engines, Ladder and Squad trucks. This will 

be needed to perform the necessary front end work as part of our 

preventative maintenance (PM) schedule.  Needed to remove certain hard 

to reach hardware on the Ladder truck that was found during its annual 

inspection. 

$1,100.00 3 year warranty 

FY20-21
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Snap-on cooling system pressure tester kit SVTS272A/SVTA9100 

Life 

Cooling system pressure tester is used to pressure test cooling systems in 

all department vehicles and equipment built liquid cooling systems.  The 

cooling system pressure testers is capable of connecting to radiators and 

degas bottles to pump air pressure to manufacturers specs to test that 

cooling system is capable of holding pressure without leaking. The 

Pressure tester is also capable of testing pressure caps to rated spec for 

blow off. With this tool we will be able to fully pressurize the cooling 

system after any repairs are made to verify the system will hold without 

leaking as well as without having to run the truck to operating 

temperature to ensure safety. 

This tester could have been utilized when repairing Squad 3s cooling 

system leak without taking the truck out of service for an entire day. Also 

allows the mechanic to test the cooling systems in the trucks during any 

PM to ensure truck is working as designed. This also goes with kit 

SVTA9100 which has all 9 styles of connections needed to perform tests. 

$900.00 lifetime warranty 

FY20-21
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OTC 21pc Truck axle nut socket set otc-9850 

Life 

OTC 21pc truck axle nut sockets are precise sized sockets used to remove 

axle nuts from truck axles and hub assemblies. These are used to service 

the rear axles and not damaging the axle’s threads and hub assemblies. 

These sockets are both 6 point and semi rounded depending on 

application and size for the proper fit. Failure to use the correct size socket 

would result in additional cost and down time for simple repairs. 

Needed to remove hub assemblies to replace and inspect hub seals, 

bearings, and brake components. These are heavy duty and designed to 

be used to fully seat and torque parts to manufacturer specifications. 

$800.00 lifetime warranty 

FY20-21
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Dual Wheel Dolly remover/installer Suu1501/esc70132 

Life 

The dual wheel dolly removal/installing tool is used to safely remove 

oversize and extremely heavy dual wheel tire sets from the trucks to 

perform brake, steering, and suspension parts. The dual tire remover 

securely removes both inner and outer wheels and tires in one smooth 

fluid motion without causing excessive force or excursion, as well as not 

risking the possibility of a falling tire that can cause serious injury. 

This will be needed to continue work on the trucks for inspection and 

repairs of the front and rear brakes, tires and suspension systems as well 

as being able to remove wheels and tires for service .  

$800.00 3 year warranty 

FY20-21




